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Abstract 

The present report describes the approach and two technical solutions for in

teroperation between business rules represented in various formats. Semantic 

Web techniques have been deployed to make such interoperation work. One 

of the interoperation methods uses the Java Interoperation Object (JIO) de

scribed in the context of Positional-Slotted Knowledge (POSL), which is a 

human-friendly variant of the Rule Markup Language (RuleML), and Nota

tion 3 (N3) representations. Details of the connections between these rep

resentations are demonstrated with the use of query-based interoperation 

between POSL and N3. Another solution described in the report is con

version of business rules stored in Microsoft Excel as decision tables into 

POSL using OpenL tablets. Although the current business rules interoper

ation framework involves three formats (Excel, POSL, and N3), it can be 

extended to other representations through appropriate conversions of data in 

rule bases and queries. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Business rules 

Business rules (BR) are logical statements that define business regulations 

and processes to help an organization in decision making [1]. In other words, 

business rules enable decision making, carry out business policies, and infer 

new rules from existing rules [2]. The word "rule" means a statement that 

is expressed by one or more condition and one or more actions. Therefore, 

business rules are statements consisting of conditions and actions related 

to a particular business. For example, if there is an insurance company, 

business rules could be statements that define discounts to be applied for 

some customers [3]. As another example, if a university provides a course, 

the business rule might conclude that if the number of registered students 

in a course is less than 10, then the course should be cancelled. Business 
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rules are dynamic, and should follow some specifications. One important 

specification is that BR should be declarative [3] and describe how a decision 

is made instead of how the process of making a decision operates. BR should 

be independent and atomic in such a way that there is no possibility of 

further decomposition of them. In addition, BR should be based on business 

decisions instead of making them based on implementation decisions. In 

the context of business applications, BR have to be related to a specific 

set of business domain definitions, which is a description for the business. 

For example, in the Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Rules (SBVR), a 

business domain is represented by using a vocabulary [9]. 

1.2 Business rules models 

Business rules are modeled in many formats. The following subsections de

scribe some common formats. 

1. 2 .1 Decision tables 

A decision table is a compact way to model business rules in a specific form 

of conditions and actions. In decision tables, business rules are represented 

in matrix form, where conditions and actions are represented in rows and 

columns (rows and columns represent conditions, and their intersection de

termines the actions) [2]. The following Table 1.1 is a decision table for an 

insurance company for calculating discounts that apply to some customers. 
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Table 1.1: Example of a decision table 

16 20 Economic 0.0 
21 25 Economic 0.1 
26 30 Economic 0.2 
16 20 Gold 0.2 
21 25 Gold 0.3 
26 30 Gold 0.4 
16 20 Platinum 0.5 
21 25 Platinum 0.6 
26 30 Platinum 0.7 

1. 2. 2 Decision trees 

A decision tree provides a hierarchical representation of business rules. The 

decision tree is a graphical representation of business rules, where the nodes 

represent actions and links represent conditions [2]. Systems that use tree 

diagrams to make a decision implement a top-down divide-and-conquer strat

egy. This strategy divides a given set of objects into smaller subsets as the 

tree becomes larger. The decision tree is a way to express a rule's classifica

tion [10]. The following example (Figure 1.1) is a decision tree for the BR 

in Table 1.1. 
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Client 

0.0 0,2 o.s 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.2 0.4 0.7 

Figure 1.1: Example of a decision tree 

1.2.3 llule sets 

Another form to model a business rule is the if-then rule set. In such sets, 

if represents conditions and then represents actions to apply when the if 

conditions are satisfied. The difference between decision tables and rule sets 

is that an action can be driven by only one condition in rule sets. In contrast, 

an action is driven by a set of conditions in decision tables ( conditions are in 

rows and columns) [2]. The following is a rule set for the BR in Table 1: 

If Client Class is "Economic" and age between 21 and 25 Then discount is 

10% 
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1.2.4 First order logic 

First order logic (FOL) is a model language to represent objects and relations 

among them. Moreover, it is a formal logical system to represent business 

rules and reasoning mechanisms. First order logic uses objects, predicates, 

and quantifiers to represent facts [4]. Various relations, functions and prop

erties can be applied to objects. In FOL, sentences have terms representing 

objects. Constants, variables, and function symbols are used to build terms. 

Quantifiers ( V universal [for all ... ], and 3 existential [there exists ... ]), and 

predicate symbols are used to build sentences. Atomic sentences are built 

with terms referring to objects and predicate symbols referring to relations. 

The terms without variables are called ground terms [4]. A variable in FOL 

is a term itself and can also be an argument of a function [4]. The FOL is 

used to represent various domains and it also is a base for many knowledge 

representation languages. 

1.2.5 Semantic networks 

The semantic network consists of nodes and edges that represent objects 

and relations between them [4]. Figure 1.2 represents a hierarchy semantic 

network for living things [11]. In semantic networks, a frame is a semantic 

network with properties, and it represents objects as set of slots (attributes) 

and their associated values [4]. Frames match classes and instances in object

oriented modeling [12]. 
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Figure 1.2: A semantic network for living things 

1.2.6 Web-based representation formats 

Another way to model business rules is through the use of Web markup 

languages such as XML, RuleML, etc. 

1.3 Business rules representation 

Business rules are represented in many languages and tools depending on the 

organization's environments (for instance: e-Learning applications, Semantic 

Web, etc.) : 
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1.3.1 Programming languages 

Programming languages are languages designed to build computer programs. 

Business rules are usually written in these languages in the form of if-else 

statements, switch cases, etc. In programming languages such as C or 

COBOL, business rules are processed sequentially. 

1.3.2 Semantic Web languages 

• Positional-Slotted Language (POSL): 

POSL is a knowledge representation language that uses a human-oriented 

syntax presented by facts and rules [6]. Chapter 3 (Section 3.4) has 

detailed information about POSL. 

• Notation 3 (N3): 

Notation 3 (N3) is another knowledge representation language, which 

is a human readable version of the RDF /XML syntax [5]. Chapter 3 

(Section 3.5) has detailed information about N3. 

1.3.3 Microsoft Excel 

One of the most commonly used tools to work with business rules is Mi

crosoft Excel, which provides simple tables to represent the rules. Excel is a 

commercial spreadsheet program from Microsoft Corporation that can cre

ate, store, and manipulate data within a spreadsheet. Excel provides many 

tools and functions that help business analysts and users in managing their 
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BR and data. Furthermore, Excel provides other features such as the ability 

to plot graphs and charts, and it also supports programming using Microsoft 

Visual Basic. Excel spreadsheets represent tables which store data in rows 

and columns. 

1.3.4 SBVR 

SBVR (Semantics of Business Vocabulary and Rules) defines and standard

izes business rules. SBVR is OM G's (Object Management Group) recent 

standard, which provides a way to represent business rules using a controlled 

natural language [8]. SBVR is a strong expressive language [13]. Usually 

business people, when they want to write their BR the first time, will write 

them in informal representations such as plain English or in some other natu

ral languages which are not machine processable. As a result, there is a need 

for SBVR, which provides a formal representation for their BR [9]. The 

goal of this standard is to enable business domain users to understand the 

BR model without the need of IT skills [14]. In SBVR, vocabulary defines 

a particular business domain by using terms, concept definitions, and con

cept relations, which all are SBVR vocabulary components. The terminology 

included in the SBVR vocabulary defines SBVR rules. Rule semantics are 

defined by using predicate logic. SBVR rules can be machine processed and 

accessible by software tools [13]. 
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Chapter 2 

Problem and objectives 

2.1 Problem 

Business rules play an essential role in the decision making process of any 

organization. Nowadays, with the recent development of Semantic Web tech

niques and knowledge engineering, various models and languages for business 

rules have been created. This situation results in the need for an efficient 

framework to integrate such diverse business rules databases. To make de

cisions using business rules on Semantic Web, the rules have to be written 

in Semantic Web languages, and the business rule bases are queried and 

processed using advanced business rules engines such as Euler [27] or OOj

D REW [28]. Moreover, Semantic Web languages have the ability to support 

the process of inferring new rules from existing rules that are not provided by 

other business rule representations such as decision tables and programming 
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languages [3]. 

2.2 Goals of the present work 

The goal of this work is to create a system that provides business rules in

teroperation (integration). The developed interoperation acts efficiently as a 

portal between Semantic Web and business rules models. The interoperation 

tool will act as a central part providing integration between different business 

rule formats to facilitate the semantic enrichment of business rules. This 

tool can integrate business rules between different formats such as POSL, 

N3, Excel, etc. The tool uses some business rule engines such as Euler and 

OOjDREW to infer data from the knowledge base using queries. Further

more, the tool can facilitate access to common rules in different business rule 

databases. 

2.3 Objectives 

The main objective of this work is to find similarity in constructs of business 

rules in order to build appropriate procedures for the transformation between 

similar constructs. Another objective of the present work is to build a query 

system that facilitates the interoperation between business rule representa

tions. 
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Chapter 3 

Literature Review-

3.1 Business Rule Management Systems 

Presently, technology plays an essential role in accomplishing tasks; there

fore, companies and organizations need a new method as an alternative for 

traditional methods to efficiently support business changes and to overcome 

their reliance on business expertise. As a result, the need for Business Rules 

Management Systems (BRMS) has emerged. The study in [12] has shown 

that since 1995, approximately 67% of US software-development projects 

have failed due to preventable reasons. One common reason is the cost of 

maintenance. The study has also shown that 90% of IT costs are spent on 

maintaining existing systems rather than furthering program development. 

Also, there is a problem when the maintenance is done, especially for BR 

in case it is embedded in the application code. Moreover, when implemen-
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tation and application codes change, the change includes BR as well, which 

makes the maintenance very costly; therefore; a separation between BR and 

the application code is needed to solve this problem. BRMS provides this 

feature, thus decreasing maintenance costs and enabling business analysts to 

have control over managing BR without being involved in application codes. 

BRMS standardizes the relationship between BR and Business policies. By 

using BRMS, organizations can be capable of applying their BR quickly and 

accurately. In addition, they can be able to determine what happens when 

there is a change in their BR [15]. The first generations of BRMSs have 

been complex and expensive systems. In contrast, the new generations of 

BRMSs (e.g. JBoss), which enable ease of implementation for BR, provides 

more features, and more control over BR changes at a reasonable price [16]. 

The following are some of the responsibilities of a BRMS [12]: 

• Enabling users to create, understand and maintain BR easily, with a 

reduced learning process; 

• Enabling BR to be used in all business decision-making processes by 

integrating BRMS with the organization's application; 

• Automating business processes; 

• Enabling sharing of BR over the organization's applications; 

• Decreasing development and maintenance costs. 
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BRMS applications include many features. The following are a few of these 

features: 

1. Automated process for claims processing; 

2. Automated process for customer service management; 

3. Automated process for problem resolution; 

4. Automated process for sales. 

3.1.1 Components of a BRMS 

The following are the main components of BRMS (12, 17]: 

1. Rule Repository (Knowledge Base): 

A Rule Repository is where a BR is stored, managed, and shared; 

2. Rule Execution and Monitoring ( Inference Engine) : 

An Inference Engine is where the BR and policies are deployed to reach 

a valid conclusion from the execution procedure; 

3. User tools : 

User tools include many tools, which enable the users to perform tasks 

such as: editors, floating point process, data structure, compiler ( com

piling), etc. 

Figure 3.1 (17] shows these components described above. 
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Figure 3.1: Components of a BRMS 

3.1.2 BRMS examples 

3.1.2.1 Blaze Advisor 

-
~ -
~ 

Blaze Advisor from Fair Isaac is a BRMS which uses a Structural Rules 

Language (SRL) to enable users to create, view, manage, and update their 

BR and Business Policies easily, quickly and at a reasonable cost [18]. Blaze 

Advisor uses a Web-based Interface (Figure 3.2 [18]) called Rule Maintenance 

Application (RMA), which uses rule templates in HTML business terms. By 

using RMA, business users can manage BR stored in a repository which, 
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by using SRL, can be tested and deployed. However, Blaze Advisor is able 

to support different data sources such as XML, HTML, Java's objects, etc. 

(19). 

FICOrM Blaze Advisor' Er,lterprise Edition;s rule maintenance appljcatlons and Excef Add-in feature allow 
business user~ to manage their rules in a controlled W,a'f using flexible"'interfaces. , 

Figure 3.2: Web-based Interface of Blaze Advisor 
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3.1.2.2 ILOG JRules 

ILOG JRules is a BRMS based on Java. It enables users to have full control 

over BR (Creating, editing, deploying). Moreover, ILOG JRules includes 

rule repositories to store BR, a Rule Engine to execute them, and it also 

includes a Java library for defining deployment rules. In addition, ILOG 

JRules supports a variety of standards for XML, Web services, Business 

Action Language (BAL), etc. [20]. 

3.1.2.3 OpenL Tablets 

OpenL Tablets [21] is an open-source BRMS and BR Engine. It is built to 

work with Excel and Word documents. By using tablets, OpenL is able to 

extract BR and Business Policies from Excel and Word documents to Java's 

source code, which can then be accessed from Java applications. OpenL has 

many advantages in the business field. One important use is bridging the 

gap between IT developers and business specialists, due to its use of tables 

which business specialists are familiar with. The following are some of the 

other advantages of using OpenL: 

• Eliminating the need to create rules using a Rule language; 

• A powerful search tool enables the user to search within all documents 

in the workspace; 

• It provides some useful functions such as data validation, calculation 

explanation, etc. 
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The following Figure 3.3 [21) shows the type of users and what tasks they 

can do with OpenL tablets. 

Client 
application 

Business 
user Openl Web Studio 

Rule 
developer 

Define and 
maintain rules 

Access table data 
through vveb 

services 

Openl Tablets 
project 

Excel or Word 
tables 

Test and trece rules, 
measure perfcrmance, 

manage modules 

Create an OpenL 
Tablets project 

Access table data 
through 1/'\orappers 

Custom Java cod~ 

Solution 
developer 

Figure 3.3: Type of users of OpenL tablets 

3.2 Semantic Web 

Rule 
developer 

Eclipse 

The goal of the Semantic Web (SW) is to develop the existing Web and use 

semantics for its contents, which can make the communication between users 

and machines possible [6). SW is the new generation of Web. It allows people 

and organizations to share data in a way superior to the existing Web. The 
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Semantic Web is dedicated to finding a way to relate the data using common 

formats; it connects data by forming a huge linked database where someone 

can get data not from one database but from many databases which share 

similar data. The Semantic Web has encouraged so many researchers and 

companies in the last decade to create semantic technologies and to build 

applications using Semantic Web technologies [22]. 

3.3 Ontology 

According to [23], an ontology is "(meta)data schemas, providing a con

trolled vocabulary of concepts, each with explicitly defined and machine pro

cess semantics." Ontology plays an essential role in SW by specifying the 

vocabulary and relationship of concept. It includes concepts and their prop

erties and the relationship between these concepts and possible constraints 

[24]; it also defines shared domain theories, which enables communication 

between people and machines and supports exchanging both semantics and 

syntax [23]. Therefore, an ontology is used for the purpose of describing and 

representing a domain of knowledge [25]. An ontology should be understand

able by a machine and should make knowledge of a domain reusable [25]. 

Usually ontologies are written in declarative languages, which are logic-based 

[25]. RDF schema is accounted as a simple ontology language because using 

RDFS it is possible to define classes, sub-classes, super-classes, properties, 

sup-properties, domain, and range. RDFS overcomes the lack of semantics of 
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XML DTDs, and XML schemas where one term may have different meanings 

in a different context. However, the need for a stronger ontology language 

emerges in some cases, for example: RDFS cannot specify that a soccer team 

has 11 players on the field. [25] 

3.4 Positional-Slotted Language (POSL) 

POSL is a Semantic Web language which provides rules that are more read

able for humans. POSL is described as an easy language to write and read 

compared to the XML language. POSL "integrates Prolog's positional and 

F-logic's slotted syntaxes for representing knowledge (facts and rules) in Se

mantic Web" [26]. It is compatible with RuleML, which is an XML based 

machine-readable syntax. In addition, it facilitates integrating BR by pro

viding syntax, which describes objects and their relationship. Using OOj

DREW which is POSL and RuleML's reasoning engine, a Knowledge base 

in POSL could be queried and derive answers from its rules and facts [3]. 

POSL is designed to cover "Semantic Web design space: Object-centered 

resource instance descriptions via binary properties (RDF), taxonomies over 

resource classes and properties (RDFS), description logic with class-forming 

operations and class/property axioms (OWL), as well as derivation, integrity, 

transformation, and reaction rules (RuleML)" [6]. Users of POSL have the 

option of using two different POSL notations to write their facts and rules: 

Positional or slotted. Positional notation is used for representing objects into 
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ordered sequence; for example, a student relation has 3-attributes (name, age, 

and major) which could be presented as: 

student(Fahad, 26, Computer-Science). 

Slotted notation is used for representing objects in unordered sequence of 

attributes and their elements; for example, a student relation could be rep

resented in slotted notation as: 

student(name-> Fahad; 

Age->26; 

Major-> Computer-Science). 

Here, ";" is used to indicate the unordered sequence of elements. Paradigm 

of Slotted notation is chosen for the implementation in the presented work 

because it best suits the introduced Java Interoperation Object (JIO) as in 

Chapter 4, Section 4.2. In addition, users of POSL could use both nota

tions together (positional and slotted) to represent their data, where slotted 

notation follows positional notation. The following example illustrates this: 

student(Fahad,26;major-> Computer-Science). 

3.5 Notation 3 (N3) 

Notation 3, also known as N3, is a Semantic Web language which is a well

structured compact substitution for RDF's XML syntax with greater read-
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ability [5]. N3 is designed to achieve specific goals; the following are some 

of these goals: 

• Human readability; 

• Enabling RDF expression; 

• Allowing quotes to be used for making statements about statements. 

[5] 
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Chapter 4 

Methods and lmpleillentation 

4.1 Methods 

The presented method of interoperation between business rule formats has 

been built using a central mediator, which enables the conversion between 

various documents and languages. This central mediator can convert and 

interoperate between BR formats. Furthermore, it is able to: accept a query 

in one format, process the query, search for an answer in all BR bases, and re

turn the answer in the same format as the query. Figure 4.1 presents Business 

Rules Document Interoperation, which is used in this method. The interop

eration model can assist organizations and individuals (bankers, managers, 

brokers, etc.) in finding a better solutions for business, and provide great 

help in the decision-making process. Presently, BR has become more and 

more Web-based, which enables the implementation of modern solutions for 
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Business Rules Documents in Various Formats 

BR 

t 
t /Comparison Rules 

User (e.g. custmner, 

Pmea 

Figure 4.1: Business Rules Document Interoperation Framework 

the process of interoperation between BR languages and formats. The pre

sented framework uses Semantic-Web infrastructure and tools (POSL, and 

N3). With the fast development of Semantic Web techniques, the process of 

enrichment of BR using background ontology has become possible as a re

sult of the number of solutions which that the Semantic Web provides. The 

background ontology in the framework is represented as a knowledge base 

( or vocabulary). Creating and maintaining BR in Semantic Web language 
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formats is difficult because rules in these languages are hard to be under

stood by humans. Even the rules in POSL, which are considered as human

oriented compared to the base language for POSL (RuleML), are hard for 

non-specialists to understand. The focus in the presented framework (Figure 

4.2) is on the central part (interoperation process) which serves as: 

1. Query-based interoperation between Semantic-Web languages (POSL, 

and N3). 

2. A conversion tool for converting rules in MS Excel to BR in POSL 

language which makes it possible to query using POSL engine. 

The framework (Figure 4.2) consists of the following components: 

1. BR bases: 

(a) POSL rule base: 

POSL base contains rules and facts written in POSL languages. 

(b) N3 rule base: 

N3 base contains a representation of rules and facts in N3 format. 

( c) MS Excel base: 

MS Excel base contains rules and facts represented in user-friendly 

spreadsheets. 

2. Excel-POSL converter: 

This tool is responsible for converting the MS Excel decision table to 
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POSL using OpenL Tablets, which provides an API that facilitates 

processing and creates Java-based Tables in MS Excel. OpenL is used 

to process MS Excel tables and extract Java-code from application 

logic. Section 4.4 provides more details on how this tool was built and 

how it works. 

3. JIO (Java Interoperation object): 

JIO serves as a central part in the presented framework [29]. It is 

used to facilitate the interoperation between Semantic-Web languages 

(POSL and N3) using Java-based architecture while considering RuleML 

as a building block. Section 4.2 provides detailed information on JIO. 

4. Reasoning engines: 

The presented framework uses some reasoning engines to process and 

produce answers for the user's queries. The following are the engines 

which were used: 

(a) OOjDREW: Reasoning engine for POSL. The presented frame

work for BR interoperation has used so many concepts from the 

existing POSL parser for OOjDREW which is written in Java. 

(b) Euler: Reasoning engine for N3. 
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N3Query 

POSLQuay 

Figure 4.2: Focused Business Rules Interoperation Framework 

The diagram in Figure 4.3 is the conceptual model for the presented frame

work demonstrating how the system can be implemented. 

4.2 Java Interoperation Object (JIO) 

4.2.1 Overview 

The Java interoperation object (JIO) is the central part of the presented 

framework. The main goal of JIO is to represent the available knowledge 

bases in the system that consists of rules and facts in unified representation, 

which are the RuleML building blocks. In the interoperation process, JIO 

uses the Java architects to capture the various aspects of knowledge bases. 
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JIO 
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Figure 4.3: The system conceptual diagram 

POSL 

Knowfad:ge 

·8aH 

JIO provides many element types, which can cover all the available knowledge 

base elements. In JIO, AtomCollection is a class where a collection of atoms 

can be gathered in a Data Vector for further processing. In addition, it 
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contains a class for the list of built-ins ( mathematical, logical and string 

built-ins) which can be extended, if needed, for supporting representation 

languages and to provide full interoperation results. Moreover, JIO contains 

a class for element, which is a 'thing' ( type of elements) within an atom, so 

this class can provide a reference for atom contents that could be a relation, 

a complex expression, a Variable, etc. During invocation of the JIO methods, 

the class element is responsible for assigning an identification number for each 

element ( element ID) that uniquely identifies the element within the atom. 

This elementID is generated using UUID ( universally unique identifier) which 

is a 128-bit value [30]. The following sections (4.2.2 to 4.2.7) are element 

types, which are supported by JIO and follow the RuleML building structure: 

4.2.2 Atoms 

An atom is a logical element in knowledge representation languages, which 

represents n-ary relations. In POSL, an atom represents a relation and in 

N3 it represents a subject where both are the smallest thing in the knowl

edge base representation. Atoms that represent relations consist of various 

elements, such as complex expressions, slots, variables, etc. The included 

elements in an atom could not be referenced without being encapsulated 

within the same atom. An atom and its components are stored in the atom 

element's vector. Example 4.1 is a JIO representation of an atom in POSL 

representation: 
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POSL: Discount(). 
JIO representation: 
Element 0: 

Element ID: 442936a8-fa77-4448-a67e-b842dcf29696 
Element Type: Atom 
Element 0: 

Element ID: a426dc39-ca2c-4394-880f-dc642601a094 
Element Type: Rel 

Relation Name: Discount 
Builtin: null 

Example 4.1: JIO representation of an atom 

4.2.3 Relations 

A relation (Rel) is an atom that has zero or more arguments. Each relation 

has a name ( relationN ame) which it is associated with. In addition, rela

tionN ame is used to reference the relation contents (Complex Terms, slot, 

variable, etc.). Relations and their contents are stored in a Vector of ele

ments. The previous example 4.1 has shown the JIO representation of Rel. 

4.2.4 Slots 

Slots represent property and its objects, in a similar way as in object-oriented 

programming languages. In slots, properties must be either a variable (Var) 

or a constant (Ind), and its object could be variable, Complex Term, slot, 

etc. Example 4.2 shows a JIO representation for slots. 
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POSL: client(clientID->1; age->29:Integer) 
JIO representation: 
Element 0: 

4.2.5 

Element ID: 968afc9e-7461-4aaf-8d.26-4aab10c366ec 
Element Type: Atom 
Element 0: 

Element ID: f1c23df1-e643-4770-8266-6e97602f2d06 
Element Type: Rel 
Relation Name: client 
Builtin: null 
Element 0: 

Element ID: d0b10327-666c-4e92-923e-e43fab9812bc 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element 1: 

Element ID: 267f193f-bce2-49db-aa93-46666b8a49de 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: clientID 

Element ID: 39e1d91b-d700-4ec2-96f1-20212407fd66 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: 1 

Element ID: a3776686-0b64-4182-bf44-b2cf62bd13e0 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element ID: e23a689a-bc06-4cc3-9f66-6137b7619e16 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: age 

Element ID: 8d0d80ed-d09e-435f-8f62-76716a4687cf 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: Integer 
Value: 29 

Example 4.2: JIO representation for slots 

Complex Terms 

A complex Term (Plex) is an element contained in an atom where it has 

a name (PlexN ame) and a list of arguments. Plex is stored in a vector of 

elements. Example 4.3 shows how the Plex is represented in the JIO (JIO 

for Plex part only). 
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POSL: 
client(clientID->?ClientID;age->?a:Integer;name->fullname[first->?FName; last->?LName]; 
customerClass-> ?b). 

JIO representation: 
Element 2: 

Element ID: 1e831c1b-5591-4da3-a304-3b4f6255a0c2 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element ID: 385e9ff6-6a67-46d6-b987-3de16a0c93e8 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: name 

Element ID: 029cdd9e-b1ee-4660-9e60-f025bb363ce2 
Element Type: Plex 
Plex Name: fullname 
Element 0: 

Element ID: 3827386a-219b-4512-8df0-3dd4586771a0 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element 1: 

Element ID: 6f678bcb-7798-4884-91ff-25bd9ca40637 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: first 

Element ID: c68893c0-8e4c-4670-af32-43f6d6f2810d 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: FName 

Element ID: Ocae4dde-cddb-446a-b9b1-8ca81a32c5ed 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element ID: 5a8147f9-3b6d-4606-816e-Oc6dd46dd7f5 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: last 

Element ID: 1146bea2-c6ca-4487-9c00-f3a979b2f833 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: LName 

Example 4.3: JIO for Plex 
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4.2.6 Variables and Constants 

In knowledge representation and programming languages, Variables (Var) 

refer to something which can change value at any given time. A variable in 

POSL has a name and typeClass ( eg. Integer), but in N3 it has only a name. 

A constant (Ind) in knowledge representation languages refers to something 

that is static and takes only one value as constant property. Constants 

might have typeClass in some knowledge languages. Example 4.4 shows JIO 

representation for both Variables and Constants. 

POSL: 
Discount(clientID->?ClientID; age-> ?a:Integer) 
JIO Atom Collection: 
Element 0: 

Element ID: c79dd273-1d0e-4e4c-9564-20f4534bca1d 
Element Type: Atom 
Element 0: 

Element 1: 

Element ID: c802529e-0357-4e84-9e50-c4911fa2e7b8 
Element Type: Rel 
Relation Name: Discount 
Buil tin: null 
Element 0: 

Property: 

Element ID: 3S804411-b073-467e-b062-addfbe76b047 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element ID: 9eeef26a-Of3e-4cc8-9927-69e75aebfS9e 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: clientID 

Element ID: bc63cdc3-c0a8-40da-bdf6-5e9496ef8e12 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: Client ID 

Element ID: 27a3cbfc-adec-4b9d-ae0b-cf29df7ef121 
Element Type: Slot 

Object: 

Element ID: 8aab9604-259b-4fcb-a275-dcb924d0cdd6 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: age 

Element ID: 4210664a-4388-4e43-a57d-762b1436b0f6 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: Integer 
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Name: a 

Example 4.4: JIO for Variables and Constants 

4.2.7 Rules 

Rules are statements that consist of conditions and actions. They are repre

sented by a body and a head, where the head is an atom that can be applied 

if the body atom( s) are satisfied. The body consists of one or more atoms 

connected via operators ( and, or, etc.). Similar to programming languages, 

Rules in JIO are represented by using if and then. Example 4.5 shows how 

to represent Rules using JIO. 

POSL: 
Discount(clientID->?ClientID; age-> ?a:Integer; customerClass-> ?b;discount-> 0.3:Real) 
client(clientID->?ClientID;age->?a:lnteger;name->fullname[first->?FName;last->?LName]; 
customerClass-> ?b), 
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 21 : Integer), 
lessThanOrEqual(?a, 25: Integer), 
equal(?b, Gold). 
JIO representation: 
Element 11: 

Element ID: 800aefef-a1b6-4ae7-a268-d54c321c4b03 
Element Type: Rule 
IF: 
Atom Collection: 
Element 0: 

Element ID: 227c4d60-3d02-4037-9f04-b7218c0d6461 
Element Type: Atom 
Element 0: 

Element ID: 686a1a8b-ea81-49ba-9925-1fc863afd235 
Element Type: Rel 
Relation Name: Discount 
Builtin: null 
Element 0: 

Element ID: fb8c896d-a510-4b15-a487-9714dad17117 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Element ID: b08fe6f1-568b-4117-9590-0638f0fff 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: client ID 
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THEN: 

Object: 

Element 1: 

Element ID: 6624cd36-a51e-458a-8bf1-ac5f605e1 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: ClientID 

Element ID: 49d6a63c-7792-4822-a416-2016b0e6469f 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element 2: 

Element ID: fcc642ba-30cb-4966-8b4b-1cf333ebf4 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: age 

Element ID: d97c0302-a4d9-47f3-8a3b-ed86bebb3d 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: Integer 
Name: a 

Element ID: e06e2966-0975-444f-9bbf-46a874ee8d57 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element 3: 

Element ID: 67e87260-c2c0-4383-8b99-f5c2c236bcf 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: customerClass 

Element ID: d861cbff-dd3b-44a1-9cf2-128969177da4 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: b 

Element ID: 4a45e94a-7fec-4e3e-bbbb-8c096a453785 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element ID: 78f96602-682c-4cb0-93da-e67abf86cf34 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: discount 

Element ID: c22790fb-f8f0-48bb-b793-f33f2f2e0ece 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: Real 
Value: 0.3 

Atom Collection: 
Element 0: 

Element ID: b192e0e7-4b69-462e-a7f5-360942f3fb6a 
Element Type: Atom 
Element 0: 

Element ID: 4e168973-bd78-4063-a009-bd56a8c4d082 
Element Type: Rel 
Relation Name: client 
Builtin: null 
Element 0: 

Element ID: 9c1fad6a-6a70-4584-af0d-d69ad2af3122 
Element Type: Slot 
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Property: 

Object: 

Element 1: 

Element ID: 36ee7550-9ab0-401e-993d-64142f87 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: clientID 

Element ID: 91d5d2b5-9695-4a21-9467-345eb213 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: Client ID 

Element ID: 16b72543-b74d-409f-b467-fb6f2557f22c 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element 2: 

Element ID: 57f988fb-08f4-4ea1-9ea7-f6cd7a17 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: age 

Element ID: 5d420c0f-f6bf-40e2-bb02-cdb531b8d 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: Integer 
Name: a 

Element ID: 8c6a20f1-461e-4278-843e-49c97f0f4fcc 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element ID: 4dc2ccd2-1460-40ee-b26e-1303047f6f 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: name 

Element ID: c32d1fe9-badf-4dcd-8c30-a9c34649b8 
Element Type: Plex 
Plex Name: fullname 
Element 0: 

Element ID: 1a0dcd3c-7191-4680-80fd-38d1f7 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element ID: 3299e438-3830-4620-90a 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: first 

Element ID: 71077bfc-3474-4de4-b45 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: FName 

Element 1: 
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Element ID: 72eb8987-1ca3-4134-ab78-3c0859 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

ElementID: 58239a6e-d5a2-4eee-b627 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: last 



Element 1: 

Element 3: 

Element ID: 945c6346-c298-46ac-84f 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: LName 

Element ID: eafd34ba-b419-4f12-8151-c2aaa8a33e05 
Element Type: Slot 
Property: 

Object: 

Element ID: b0d16464-4241-4325-b103-72e9d0ec 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: customerClass 

Element ID: d4840898-a8c1-4518-bcff-a72d3533 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: b 

Element ID: ae91d9b2-5f05-4b72-b017-cf3aefe6e961 
Element Type: Atom 
Element 0: 

Element 2: 

Element ID: 6c1e472b-4656-4fbe-8d62-f0cc52ceb707 
Element Type: Rel 
Relation Name: greaterThanOrEqual 
Builtin: MATH_GREATER_TIIAN_OR_EQUAL 
Element 0: 

Element ID: 1c1ffcae-ac39-4449-a355-60302e658c71 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: a 

Element 1: 
Element ID: 4c8418c5-e396-46b3-b918-1b842ec82e37 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: Integer 
Value: 21 

Element ID: ac14c73e-7f31-4bb0-8a74-70bad0a7dde0 
Element Type: Atom 
Element 0: 

Element 3: 

Element ID: b62dfc32-7314-4df3-ab49-09e8b19666f4 
Element Type: Rel 
Relation Name: lessThanOrEqual 
Builtin: MATH_LESS_THAN_OR_EQUAL 
Element 0: 

Element ID: af388127-d603-4f7e-9f67-596fd162f8ff 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: a 

Element 1: 
Element ID: 19b7e876-ab53-497e-bb44-4ad8afadb72b 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: Integer 
Value: 25 

Element ID: Odac6f29-3d63-48b2-a034-3677d6032fc9 
Element Type: Atom 
Element 0: 
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Element ID: 58285278-165f-47ce-b048-78b2e787369d 
Element Type: Rel 
Relation Name: equal 
Builtin: LOGICAL_EQUAL 
Element 0: 

Element ID: 51de298f-587d-4c0a-bcd4-d457924f5901 
Element Type: Var 
Type Class: null 
Name: b 

Element 1: 
Element ID: a0488b19-20a2-43aa-aab2-a0e0919fd329 
Element Type: Ind 
Type Class: null 
Value: Gold 

Example 4.5: JIO for Rules 

Figure 4.4 summarizes the RuleML building blocks which are used in the 

presented system and included in the AtomCollection. 

4.3 Parser /ReverseParser (POSL or N3) 

4.3.1 Overview 

In order to deal with any input and fetch the answers from the available 

Knowledge, the system should represent this input in order to convert it to 

intermediate JIO representation (RuleML building blocks) which the system 

will use to interoperate to the target language. The interoperation process 

using the JIO representation can be done by implementing Parser and Re

verseParser. The main goal of Parser is to take a query or answer of a 

query of a language from a File, URL or as a String in the form of InputO

bjectCollection, and then parse it (breaks down) to RuleML building blocks, 
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which can compose a single AtomCollection as a JIO representation in or

der to provide it to ReverseParser as input. Similarly, ReverseParser 

takes this JIO AtomCollection as input and reverse parses it (translates it) 

to the target language as output with the option of returning the result as an 

answer or query. Figure 4.5 shows where Parser /ReverseParser are im

plemented in the presented system. In Figure 4.5, the input first should be 

,, ....................................... . 
• ! : : : : . . . . 
i : 
i ! . . 
: Parser .._. .. :..,.IIIJl!lllll I 1~m) 

atev.neParser 

(POSL/N3} • . . . . . . . . 
f 

... .l· 
............ 111 ................... . 

•......•.....•........... ., ....... . 
i : • ftaverMParntr • . : (POSL) ._ __ ..,. 

\ 

R4MtrseParHr 
(NI) 

Parser 

(NI) 

........ " ............................ . 

Ensine 
(POSl/N3) 

Figure 4.5: Parser/ReverseParser 

parsed, then the result of the parsing stage ( JIO representation of the input) 

should be reverse-parsed to available Knowledge representation languages in 

order to provide it to the language engines. The result of the engines then 

can be parsed to JIO representation and concatenated to reverse-parse it to 
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the target language as output. 

4.3.2 Implementation of Parser /ReverseParser 

The implemented Java parser in the presented framework follows a simple 

structure where the input is parsed using a group of methods which com

municate with the JIO in order to construct the JIO representation of a 

language as AtomCollection in the parsing stage. In the Parser there is a 

getElementType method which, given a string, decides what its type is (atom, 

rule, variable, etc.) in order to pass this type to another method, which is 

parseElement. The method parseElement invokes the proper method for 

parsing the string type by using the appropriate JIO RuleML building block 

that is done by following a standard manner. For instance, if the type is Re

lation, then the parseElement method can invoke the parseRelation method, 

which can parse the relation by following the JIO Relation building block. To 

implement the method getElementType for both POSL and N3 languages, the 

system has to cut the input into manageable pieces. This process of cutting 

the input into manageable pieces can be done by using Java's built-in String

Tokenizer library. The method getElementType uses constraints (Table 4.1) 

to determine what type the input it is, with respect to the input language 

format. However, both Parser types (POSL-Parser and N3-Parser) follow 

the same structure, but with some differences in the N3-Parser. This dif

ference is in how to feed the method parseElement with inputs where the 

Prolog interpreter (SWI-Prolog [31]) is used in order to parse N3 knowledge 
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base [29]. SWI-Prolog has an RDF library which contains an N3 parser tool 

that is used to covert the N3 into Prolog representation. Then, using the 

Java Prolog Interface (JPL), the Prolog representation of the N3 knowledge 

base can be used to create Java objects corresponding to the N3 knowledge 

base which then are given to the method parseElements as a string. The 

ReverseParser uses the same structure as the Parser (both POSL and N3 

ReverseParser), but in a reverse way, where it takes a single AtomCollection 

and translates it into a desired language (POSL or N3). ReverseParser has 

methods which work in a similar way to Parser. In ReverseParser, there is 

a method to get the type but from the JIO atom collection elementType, and 

then use the method reverseParseElement to translate the element type to 

the desired language representation using the same types table (Table 4.1). 

4.4 Excel-POSL converter 

MS Excel tables provide a simple and manageable representation for BR. But 

unfortunately, MS Excel tables represent limited data types. Furthermore, 

the BR and data in these tables are not semantically enriched. Therefore, 

the need to convert these tables to another representation has emerged. The 

choice here was for POSL representation to represent the BR in MS Excel 

tables in order to have the full advantage of POSL features in a Seman

tic Web context, such as inferring new knowledge from existing knowledge. 

Furthermore, this converting or extracting for BR can enable the interop-
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eration between MS Excel and other Semantic Web languages (POSL, N3, 

etc.). In addition, business users who are working with BR in MS Excel 

do not need to have the ability to use another representation or leave MS 

Excel tables. To convert MS Excel to POSL for use in the presented system 

and query the available knowledge bases (N3, POSL), OpenL Tablets were 

used [3]. OpenL Tablets, as mentioned previously in Section 3.1.2.3, are an 

open-source BRMS and Business Rules Engine (BRE) which use tablets that 

enable extracting BR and data from MS Excel tables as Java's source code, 

which can then be accessed and processed from a Java application. OpenL 

has a rule engine, which can process BR in the MS Excel tables, but it does 

not support the semantic enrichment of BR and their related ontology. How

ever, in order to fully convert the MS Excel to POSL, there will be a need 

to generate an ontology file. Ontology files can be generated using RDFS for 

the BR and data stored in MS Excel tables to describe classes, objects and 

their properties. Therefore, for this project's purpose, a Java application was 

created to generate an RDFS ontology for MS Excel tables. OpenL provides 

some Java objects which allow access to Excel rows and columns in order to 

parse them manually or automatically. In order to parse the Excel decision 

table, the table should follow a specific format (Figure 4.6), such as the table 

starting with the word Rule, followed by a method header(signature) which 

follows Java's code syntax. Columns that start with letter C in their header 

will be treated as condition columns. The first row of a condition column is 

an expression. Each expression follows the following format: 
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[First argument} [Condition} [Second argument} 

The arguments are referenced either by the method header or the next row 

in the condition column. The column's header, which starts with letter A, 

indicates an action or an output as a result of satisfying the conditions in 

the same row. 

I 

Rule C1 C2 C3 A1 
age >= minAge maxAge <= age customerClass = custClass discount 

. 
int minAge int max.Age String custClass Double discount 

Rule From To Class Oi$CO~l1t / #, 'tj 
R10 16 

.. . 
20 Economic J 0 

R20 21 .25 Economic 
.. 

';;.N' 0.1 ' 
R30 26 30 Economic ·"· ·: ii"{\Yf&Is J ().2 ,· . 
'R30 16 20 Gold 

, .... 
' '].Ft;'t •f '0.2 ' R40 21 25 Gold " 0,3 ;. ,, 1 

R50 26 30 Gold 1;;/ ,· i;jJ\;;''1~')0.4 
R60 16 20 Platinum . .. 1·, )c ./t' ,• ,, 0.5 . .. ., 
R70 21 25 Platinum l 

. 
" r 0.6 . . .• 

RHO 26 30 Platin.um 
. 

I.;,, ri ,Cf;<;r.i h, 0!7 

Figure 4.6: Excel table formatted for OpenL 

OpenL provides Java classes to access the Excel diction tables' rules and 

data. One of these Java classes is OpenL Wrapper. OpenL Wrapper is a 

Java class responsible for representing the Excel table as Java's methods (for 

decision table) and as Java objects (for data tables) [21]. Therefore, to access 

an Excel table from a Java application, Java's wrapper must be generated for 

the tables. After generating the Java wrapper for the Excel file, the system 

then can populate local instances with data parsed from Excel in order to 

interoperate it to POSL syntax (target language). Using the created Java 

method getReducedLinesFromDecisionTable(), the system can represent the 
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table as horizontally formatted tables (Example 4.6) : 

RulelEMPTYIEMPTYIRulelR10IR20IR30IR30IR40IR50IR60IR70IR80I 

C11age >• minAgelintminAge1Froml16l21l26l16l21l26l16l21l261 

C21maxAge<• agelintmaxAgelTol20l26130l20l25l30l20l26130I 

C31customerClass =• custC1ass1String custClasslClasslEconomiclEconomiclEconomiclGoldlGold 
IGoldlPlatinumlPlatinumlPlatinuml 

A1ldiscount1Double discountlDiscountlOI0.1I0.2I0.2I0.3I0.4I0.6I0.6I0.71 

Example 4.6: Horizontally formatted tables 

Next, it parses this result using the method getRuleTablePromString() which 

is reasonable for taking a raw table as a string returned from Excel after 

using OpenL wrapper and populating local instances. After that it trims the 

raw table to lines of text, including rules, conditions, input and output vari

ables. Next, it builds the POSL rules from the string table, methodH eader, 

and methodParameters using the method buildPOSLRuleString() which can 

parse the strings returned from Excel and return a concatenated set of rules 

in POSL representation. Once the BR and facts are converted from MS 

Excel to POSL, it could be accessed and queried using the POSL/RuleML 

engine OOjDREW, and treated as a POSL knowledge base, which means it 

could be queried in any Semantic Web language supported by the presented 

framework. 
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Table 4.1: Inputs type table 

Determined by '.' 
with '.') 

For each atom there is only 
one relation which has a 
name and a list of contents 
(Plex, slot, Variable, etc.). 
Relation ends with ')' 

A complex term is an ele
ment contained in a relation 
where it has a name and list 
of contents.Complex term is 
determined by '[' 

Determined by '--+ '. Each 
slot has an attribute on the 
left, and a value on the right 

Determined by '? ', and type 
of the Variable is deter
mined by':' 

It is not a Plex, slot, or vari
able and contained in a rela
tion or a complex term, and 
it has a type which is deter
mined by':' 

Rule is an atom with rela
tions where there is a head 
for the rule and relations as 
a body. Rules are deter
mined by '.' as an atom 
and ':-' which separate the 
If and Then part 
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For each atom there is only 
one relation which has a 
name (which takes from the 
property :type of N3 repre
sentation) , and list of con
tents (Plex, slot, Variable, 
etc.) 

A Plex is a subject without 
a defined name (BNode) 

Slot is a pair of property 
and value which is repre
sented in the triple as prop
erty and object of the triple 

It is a triples object, and 
starts with '?' 

It is a triples object which is 
not a Plex, slot, or variable 

Rule is an atom which is de
termined by the property of 
triple implies which equals 
to '=>' which separate the 
If and Then part. Rules in 
N3 are represented as '{If} 
=> {Then}.' 



Chapter 5 

Execution and Results 

5.1 Execution and results 

The following two examples describe the presented framework implementa

tion steps of interoperation. The implementation steps were demonstrated 

using an example of an insurance company (Farm Insurance) and two differ

ent knowledge bases, which use the same schema for their facts and rules, 

in two different representations (POSL and N3) for two online car insurance 

companies (brokers), Mainland Insurance (N3) and Healthy Life (POSL). 

Suppose that business rules in the Farm Insurance are representing a dis

count on car insurance using the Age class and Customer Class (Table 5.1): 

The Mainland Insurance knowledge base focuses generally on Economic-class 

customers, and they use a N3 representation for their knowledge base. One 
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Table 5.1: Business rules in the Farm Insurance 

16 20 Economic 0.0 
21 25 Economic 0.1 
26 30 Economic 0.2 
16 20 Gold 0.2 
21 25 Gold 0.3 
26 30 Gold 0.4 
16 20 Platinum 0.5 
21 25 Platinum 0.6 
26 30 Platinum 0.7 

example of N3 business rules in the Mainland Insurance knowledge-base is 

defined as a discount of 20% for an Economic customer who is aged between 

26 and 30, as follows: 

{ 

?Client 
:type 
:clientID 

:client; 
?ClientID; 

:age ?Age; 
:name [:type :fullname; :first ?FName; :last ?LName]; 
:customerClass ?b. 

?Age math:notLessThan 26 
?Age math:notGreaterThan 30 
?b log:equalTo :Economic. 
} 

=> 
{ 

?result 
:type :Discount; 
:clientID ?ClientID; 
:age ?Age; 
:customerClass ?b; 
:discount 0.2 . 
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}. 

In contrast, Healthy Life Insurance focuses generally on Gold and Platinum 

class customers, and they use POSL representation for their knowledge base. 

One example of POSL business rule in the Healthy Life knowledge base is 

defined as a discount of 50% for a Platinum customer who is aged between 

16 and 20, as follows: 

Discount(company->HealthyLife; clientID->?ClientID; age-> ?a:Integer; 
class-> ?b;discount-> 0.5:Real) :-

client(clientID->?ClientID;age->?a:Integer; 
name->fullname[first->?FName; last->?LName]; class-> ?b), 
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 16: Integer), 

lessThanOrEqual(?a, 20: Integer), 
equal(?b, Platinum). 

Assume that the user in the Farm Insurance is familiar with only one rep

resentation (suppose it was POSL) and he/she would like to obtain a list of 

discounts from both insurance companies (Mainland Insurance and Healthy 

Life). Logically, since the user is using POSL, the user would be able to get 

the list stored just in the Healthy Life knowledge-base using the following 

query in POSL: 

Discount(company->?All; clientID->?clientID; age->?age;class-> ?b; 
discount->?discount). 

However, the user won't be able to query the Mainland Insurance knowledge 

base as long as it is still in N3 representation. Therefore, the need for an 

interoperation system emerged. Using the system, the user can query both 
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knowledge bases and get the list of discounts in the representation that he/ she 

knows and prefers. During the execution, the query in POSL will be parsed 

to JIO representation (RuleML building blocks) using the POSL-Parser 

class. JIO representation of the query then is provided to both N3 and 

POSL Reverse-parser classes as an input in order to convert it to a query 

in N3 and POSL as follows: 

N3 query: 

?subject 

POSL query: 

:type 
:company 
:clientID 
:age 
:class 

:Discount; 
:Mainland!nsurance; 
?ClientID; 
?Age; 
?Class; 

Discount(company->?All; clientID->?clientID; age->?age; class-> ?b; 
discount->?discount). 

Next, both queries are given to Euler (N3 engine) and OOjDREW (POSL 

engine) as input query. Then, the engines can process the query using the 

available knowledge bases (Euler with the Mainland Insurance knowledge

base in N3 and OOjDREW with the Healthy Life knowledge-base in POSL). 

The answers from both engines ( OOjDREW, whose answers are returned in 

POSL, and Euler , whose answers are returned in N3) are afterwards parsed 

using POSL-Parser and N3-Parser classes to transform the answers to 

JIO representation. Finally, the JIO for both answers (N3 and POSL) 

are converted and concatenated to the desired language ( e.g. POSL as the 
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final result) using the Reverse-Parser classes. As a consequence, the user 

will have the query answer in his /her preferred language from two different 

knowledge bases use different representation languages. 

Discount(company->Mainland!nsurance; 
clientID->1:Real;age->19:Real;class->Economic; 
discount->0.0:Real). 

Discount(company->Mainland!nsurance; 
clientID->6:Real;age->17:Real;class->Economic; 
discount->0.0:Real). 

Discount(company->Mainland!nsurance; 
clientID->2:Real;age->22:Real;class->Economic; 
discount->0.1:Real). 

Discount(company->HealthyLife; 
clientID->3:Real;age->19:Real;class->Gold; 
discount->0.2:Real). 

Discount(company->HealthyLife; 
clientID->5:Real;age->30:Real;class->Gold; 
discount->0.4:Real). 

Discount(company->HealthyLife; 
clientID->4:Real;age->29:Real;class->Platinum; 
discount->0.7:Real). 

The answer is consistent with the business rules maintained by the Farm 

Insurance. Now, assume that Healthy Life would like to update their business 

rules set automatically with a new discount for ages of 31-40, 41-50, and 51-

60 which is described in an excel table (Table 5.2). Therefore, there is a 

need to convert the business rules in a user-friendly Excel decision table to 

business rules in the POSL language. 
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Table 5.2: Excel Table with new business rules 

0.3 
31 40 0.5 
31 40 Platinum 0.6 
41 50 Economic 0.4 
41 50 Gold 0.6 
41 50 Platinum 0.7 
51 60 Economic 0.5 
51 60 Gold 0.7 
51 60 Platinum 0.8 

Using the presented system which uses OpenL tablets with the appropriate 

ontology, the table was automatically converted to POSL representation. 

The following business rules in POSL were derived from the business rules 

in Table 5.2: 

Discount(?a: Integer, ?b: Customer, 
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 31 : Integer), 
equal(?b, Economic : Customer). 
Discount(?a: Integer, ?b: Customer, 
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 31 : Integer), 
equal(?b, Gold: Customer). 
Discount(?a: Integer, ?b: Customer, 
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 31 : Integer), 
equal(?b, Platinum: Customer). 

0.3 : Real) 
lessThanOrEqual(?a, 

0 . 5 : Real) 
lessThanOrEqual(?a, 

0.6 : Real) 
lessThanOrEqual(?a, 

40 Integer), 

40 Integer), 

40 Integer), 

Discount(?a: Integer, ?b: Customer, 0.4: Real) :
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 41 : Integer), lessThanOrEqual(?a, 50 Integer), 
equal(?b, Economic : Customer). 
Discount(?a: Integer, ?b: Customer, 0.6: Real) :
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 41 : Integer), lessThanOrEqual(?a, 50 Integer), 
equal(?b, Gold: Customer). 
Discount(?a: Integer, ?b Customer, 0.7 : Real) :
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 41 : Integer), lessThanOrEqual(?a, 50 Integer), 
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equal(?b, Platinum: Customer). 

Discount(?a: Integer, ?b : Customer, 0.5 : Real) 
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 51 : Integer), lessThanOrEqual(?a, 60 Integer), 
equal(?b, Economic : Customer). 
Discount(?a: Integer, ?b : Customer, 0.7 : Real) 
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 51 : Integer), lessThanOrEqual(?a, 60 Integer), 
equal(?b, Gold: Customer). 
Discount(?a: Integer, ?b : Customer, 0.8 : Real) 
greaterThanOrEqual(?a, 51 : Integer), lessThanOrEqual(?a, 60 Integer), 
equal(?b, Platinum: Customer). 

As a test for the newly generated business rules, the following query was 

issued to OOjDREW, which asks about what is the discount that may apply 

for a customer of age 4 0 who belongs to the class Economic. 

Discount(40: Integer, Economic: Customer, ?discount: Real). 

The following is the answer obtained by OOjDREW using top-down reason

ing: 

!?discount= 0.3 of type Real. 

As a result, people who prefer working with the user-friendly Excel decision 

table can still use it, and their business rules could be accessed even by using 

other representation languages which they do not need to be familiar with. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

The present report has described a business rules interoperation framework 

as a solution to the Web-based interoperation gap issue. The business rules 

interoperation framework acts efficiently as a portal between Semantic Web 

languages and business rule representations. One of the goals of the pre

sented framework is to build a tool to serve as a query-based interoperation 

between Semantic Web languages (POSL and N3). Another goal is to build 

a tool for converting business rules (BR) in decision tables presented in Mi

crosoft Excel to BR in POSL language, which makes it possible to benefit 

from the POSL language advanced features. 

The work has focused firstly on interoperation between business rules created 

in two different Semantic Web languages (POSL and N3) through the use 

of Java Interoperation object (JIO) as intermediate representation for both 
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languages. JIO has been used to facilitate the interoperation between the 

Semantic Web languages through the use of a simple Java-based architecture; 

and it benefits from the use of RuleML as building blocks. Usage example 

has been presented for the first focus using two different knowledge bases for 

two car insurance companies . The OOjDREW reasoning engine has been 

used for reasoning the POSL knowledge base. In addition, the Euler reason

ing rngine has been used to query the N3 knowledge base . 

The second focus of the report is a methodology to partially automate the 

process of converting human-readable business rules stored in the form of Mi

crosoft Excel tables to machine-processible POSL. The goal of this conversion 

is combining the ease of use of Excel-based rule tables with the semantically

rich queries supported by reasoning engines. OpenL Tablets has been used to 

facilitate the conversion between Microsoft Excel tables and POSL. OpenL 

Tablets provides Java classes that enable accessing MS Excel tables and pars

ing it into Java code in order to convert it to POSL knowledge base. The 

execution of the MS Excel-POSL converter has been demonstrated by using 

an example of a car insurance company (Farm Insurance ) decision table. As 

a result of using the converter, the users who prefer working with the user

friendly Excel decision tables can still use them, and the business rules in 

these tables could be accessed even by using other representation languages 

(N3 and POSL) which they do not need to be familiar with. 
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Although the work in its current state covers Excel, POSL and N3 formats 

only, it can extend to other business rules languages. 
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